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The vital importance of administrative simplification in a time of crisis

A new round of administrative simplification measures benefiting craft workers and SMEs – including
the creation of a "Simplification Committee" – is currently being discussed in the French Parliament. It
thus seems timely to devote this issue of Public Management Outlook to examining how, in different
countries, administrative simplification in its various forms is adapting to the challenges of the current

crisis.

The goal of streamlining the government is not a new one, even though its actual implementation varies
from one country to the next. In the US, Canada, many OECD member States and, of course, in the EU,
"Better Regulation" rests on three "pillars": simplifying standards and procedures (otherwise known as
cutting red tape), cutting the costs associated with red tape, and, finally, ex-ante and ex-post impact

assessments.

For its 2007 International Symposium on Public Management, the IGPDE chose the theme, "Better
Lawmaking, Improved Regulatory Quality"1. This was very much in line with European concerns: in
January of the same year, the European Commission launched its Action Programme for Reducing
Administrative Burdens. In March, the European Council endorsed the Programme's goal of reducing

administrative burdens arising from EU legislation , including national measures implementing or
transposing this legislation, by 25 % between 2010 and 2012. The European Council also invited Member
States to “set national targets of comparable ambition”2.

The global economic crisis has made these issues particularly critical. As we shall see in the following
pages, administrative simplification in both North America and Europe remains an indispensible tool

for stimulating employment and giving SMEs room to breathe. There has been progress, as the OECD
observed during a conference ("Better Regulation in Europe") that it organised in 20103. The Dutch
Standard Cost Model (SCM) has been adopted in a number of countries, many procedures are now
paperless and streamlined, leadership is now more consistent, agencies have been reorganised, etc. And
yet, not everything is satisfactory, and there is room for improvement. "Why Is Administrative

Simplification So Complicated?" was the title of a report4 published by the OECD a year after the
conference. The report observes that "critiques among the stakeholders and academics are not fully
satisfied with the value-added and cost-efficiency of such programmes."

Elected officials are aware that these experts need to be heard, especially as a crisis deepens. The
countries discussed in this issue have stepped up their simplification actions on every front: heightened

strategic management, consultation of users and businesses, informing citizens, assessing the impact of
measures in order to create a virtuous cycle, improve coordination between the central government and
the regions and, of course, increased use of ICT and the full range of e-government options.

A new round of
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US: Dealing with the agencies

In the US, administrative simplification has taken on
a particular cast in a time of crisis.

The goal is twofold – to keep down costs both internally
and externally, and to revitalise the economy and
employment. Such initiatives are nothing new;

successive governments have made one attempt after
another to streamline the agencies' activities in a
performance-based approach. However, efforts
undertaken in January 2011 by the Obama
administration go beyond this, placing the emphasis

squarely on the need to "improve or eliminate outdated
regulations".
President Obama issued two very significant Executive
Orders in 20111, requesting agencies to "review existing
regulations in order to make them more efficient and

save money, and to submit plans under which agencies
will periodically review simplifications and inform the
public about them." The first Order targeted executive
agencies, while the second addressed the same requests
to independent regulatory agencies, including such

high-profile bodies as the Securities and Exchange
Commission and the Federal Housing Finance Agency.

Initial results
- Progress at the executive agencies
By 26 August 2011, 26 executive agencies had
submitted plans detailing more than five hundred
reform initiatives, which were hailed by the White

House for their firm commitments to cost-cutting.2 For
example, the Department of Health and Human
Services proposed removing unnecessary regulatory
and reporting requirements demanded of hospitals and
other healthcare providers, which would save $4 billion

over the next five years. The Department of Labor
simplified hazard warnings for workers, saving
employers over $2.5 billion over five years, but
"without compromising safety". The Department of
Transportation suggested eliminating unnecessary

railroad industry regulations, saving users up to $340
million in the coming months. The Internal Revenue
Service will cut 55 million hours in annual paperwork
burdens by "consolidating reporting requirements and
streamlining various tax forms". A number of these

initiatives, the White House pointed out, focus
specifically on SMEs; the Department of Defense
recently issued a new rule to expedite payments to as
many as 60,000 small businesses, thereby "improving
their cash flow in an economically difficult time."

Generally speaking, for experts such as OMBWatch3,
the agencies brought to light many deficiencies, for
example in their awarding of public procurement
contracts (drafting of procedures), outdated technology
requirements, and a lack of coordination between

1 Executive Order 13563 of 19 January 2011 and Executive Order
13579 of 11 July 2011.
2 www.whitehouse.gov/economy/reform/paring-back-unnecessary-
regulations
3 An NGO that monitors the US government's actions:
www.ombwatch.org/reglookbacks

departments and agencies, all of which could be easily
remedied. OMBWatch is particularly delighted that the
agencies did not "cave to political or industry pressure
to undermine their missions to establish standards and

regulate activities to protect the public." Many of them
solicited suggestions for improvements from both users
and businesses, as was strongly suggested in a
memorandum published by the Office of Information
and Regulatory Affairs (OIRA) in June 2011.

OMBWatch's optimism is tempered when it comes to
informing those same users. "… significant parts of the
review process still lacked transparency. […]
"…agencies often wrote vague and overly technical
descriptions of the proposed revisions to rules."4 Most

significantly, many agencies included new rules in the
review process, despite the fact that the reviews were
only supposed to cover existing regulations. This will
burden the periodic review process and slow it down,
the opposite of what was intended.

- The more sensitive zone of the independent regulatory
agencies
Although the executive agencies' plans to cut red tape
had a positive outcome, the results are much more
mixed when it comes to the independent regulatory

agencies. Their mandates are especially delicate, and
many of them are having to face new and cumbersome
legislation that is quite difficult to implement. For
example, according to Ibrahim Warde5 (Le Monde
Diplomatique, August 2010), the Dodd-Frank Act of 21

July 20106, enacted in an attempt to regulate banking
activity, will result in "ten separate government
agencies drafting 553 new regulations, 60 surveys and
94 reports in a period between three months and four
years long". These agencies were slow in submitting

their plans and requested many clarifications such as
the SEC did last September.7 Two US senators also
asked the Obama administration to step up pressure on
the independent agencies in order to expedite the
simplification of procedures that made it difficult "to

create jobs. […] With our nation suffering from
persistently high unemployment, we must act swiftly
and responsibly to remove unnecessary, duplicative
and burdensome regulations on America’s job creators,
particularly small businesses."8

4 Ibid.
5 Professor at the Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy
(Massachusetts)
6 “Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act”
7 www.sec.gov/rules/other/2011/33-9257.pdf
8

www.pinedaleonline.com/news/2011/11/BarrassoPortmanWhere.htm
, Senators Barosso & Portman: “Where are the plans to cut red
tape?”, 9 November 2011.



Starting in 1995, Canada's efforts put it "among the
first countries to move from the initial focus on
deregulation, toward regulatory reform"1.

Very early on, in Canada, consultation with
stakeholders became an integral part of the regulatory

process. An External Advisory Committee on Smart
Regulation (EACSR), whose members included
business leaders, public officials, academics and
representatives from consumer associations, was set up
in May 2003, and the following year it submitted a

report to the Prime Minister. The report's proposals for
a new regulatory policy were adopted and
implemented. The year 2005 saw the creation of the
Advisory Committee on Paperwork Burden Reduction
(ACPBR), a mixed public/private initiative that focused

its efforts on alleviating administrative burdens on
businesses, particularly SMEs. In 2009, the government
noted that, within the framework of the "Red Tape
Reduction Initiative"2, paperwork burdens had been
reduced by 20%, and nearly 80,000 regulatory

requirements and information obligations had been
eliminated.

The primary objective: alleviating the burden on SMEs.
More recently, under the combined influences of the
global financial crisis and impetus provided to the

economy by successive Economic Action Plans, and
delivering on a commitment announced in its 2010
budget, the Canadian government agreed to set up the
Red Tape Reduction Commission. An independent,
advisory body, but supported by the Treasury Board,

the Commission was launched in September 2010, with
a mandate to analyse "irritants" faced by SMEs during
mandatory administrative and compliance procedures.
A consultation was launched between January and
March 2011, and the Commission received 2,300 ideas.

While the final report was being prepared, an interim
report was issued in September3. The recommendations
in the final report are expected to give rise to a new
round of alleviating administrative burdens, as well as
a new, timely adaptation of organisations to the needs

to reduce burdens faced by businesses. More than ever,
small businesses are firmly at the heart of Canada's
forward economic thrust4.

1 From: "Government Capacity to Assure High Quality Regulation:
Regulatory Reform in Canada", OECD Report, 2002.
2 A goal of reducing paperwork burdens by 20% was included in the
2007 budget as part of the "Red Tape Reduction Initiative".
3 "Cutting Red Tape…Freeing Business to Grow". Working
document prior to consultations; the "What Was Heard" Report by
the Red Tape Reduction Commission and the Secretary of the
Treasury Board, January 2011 -
www.coupezlapaperasse.gc.ca/heard-entendu/doc/wwhr-rlcr/wwhr-
rlcr-eng.pdf; www.reduceredtape.gc.ca/why-pourquoi/grow-
croitretb-eng.asp
4 97%of Canadian firms employ fewer than 50 people, and 75%of
those have fewer than 5 employees (Jones and Gartner, 2004)

In an effort to reflect the concerns of those involved, the

government speaks of "red tape", the progressive
elimination of which aims to "free businesses to grow".5

As a result, the " unnecessary and undue compliance
burden" with respect to federal government regulations
that are required of all businesses has, since 2008, been

the subject of a number of surveys and reports. The
most onerous compliance burdens have been identified.
Their cost in terms of number of administrative
procedures as well as time and money spent was then
evaluated.

Analysing the irritants and finding solutions
During the recent consultation, small businesses and
their representative associations commented on their
relationships with the various federal bodies based on

numerous and sometimes contradictory regulations.
These are summed up in the "What Was Heard" report,
which notes that excess red tape may have "negative
impacts on key factors that small businesses must have
under control in order to innovate and compete. These

key 'success factors' include the ability to minimise
overhead costs; get and keep the right people; obtain
funding through tax credits or other programs; compete
on a level playing field; pursue innovation, research
and development; and exploit new business

opportunities and new markets."
Respondents were quite critical of the federal
administration in general, and the Revenue Agency in
particular; complaints focused on a lack of
"professionalism" by government departments in their

contacts with "clients", a poor grasp of users' needs,
poor responsiveness to questions, such as those relating
to payment of VAT-type taxes, and the pileup of
regulations resulting from insufficient coordination
between government organisations. And yet, for more

than a decade, considerable efforts have been devoted
to modernising, adapting, listening to users and
improving service quality6. Will summarising irritants,
highlighting annoyance factors and seeking new joint
solutions between stakeholders be enough to satisfy

expectations?

5 See note 3.
6 In 2006, the Canada Revenue Agency set up the "Action Task
Force on Small Business Issues". Cf. its 2007 report, updated in 2008
and 2010 – www.cra-arc.gc.ca/E/pub/xi/07-105/07-105-e.pdf

Canada:
Complying with regulations,

but at a lower cost



Regulatory compliance costs1

64%of businesses responding to a 2008 Statistics Canada survey thought that regulatory compliance required time and

specific resources, specifically for complying with certain tax and employment regulations (issued by the Revenue
Agency and Human Resources and Skills Development Canada), as well as responding to Statistics Canada surveys.

These burdens included:
- 17 million documents, with a per-business average of between 7 and 164 documents, depending on number of staff
- 30 million hours per year to comply, in part or in full, with 12 reporting obligations
The survey revealed that:

- Businesses with fewer than 20 employees are much more affected by compliance needs
- Unit compliance costs for small businesses with between one and four employees are multiplied sevenfold compared
with those for businesses with between 20 and 99 employees
- Most businesses use an outside service provider to prepare their income tax statements, which indicates the complexity
linked to this obligation

In 2007, the annual cost of complying with 12 regulatory obligations came to CA$3,800 per business; the average annual
costs vary depending on the number of employees, ranging from CA$2,000 for businesses without employees to nearly
CA$15,000 for mid-sized businesses (100–499 employees).

Source: Working document prior to consultations – Red Tape Reduction Commission and the Secretary of the Treasury Board, January

2011

1 " Survey of Regulatory Compliance Cost", conducted every three years by Statistics Canada – www.statcan.gc.ca/cgi-
bin/imdb/p2SV.pl?Function=getSurvey&SDDS=5093&lang=fr&db=imdb&adm=8&dis=2
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United Kingdom:
Simplifying administrative

obligations, a political issue
in a time of crisis

In the UK, regulatory simplification is a vital part of
the government's economic policy, and today it is
seen as a key to global competitiveness as the country
seeks a way out of the current crisis.

The coalition government, in power since May 2010,
has made simplification a key part of its strategy1 and
has committed to reducing the volume of existing
regulations (currently estimated at 41,000) before it
leaves office. As part of this strategy, in December 2010

the government published a handbook for
policymakers, entitled "Reducing Regulation Made
Simple2, in order to encourage them to introduce
regulation only as a last resort. It also introduced the
"One-in, One-out" rule3, under which ministries that

bring in new legislation that imposes new costs must
remove or modify an existing regulation of an
equivalent cost. This policy has considerably reduced
proposals for new regulations in the first half of 2011.
Finally, the government launched the "Red Tape

Challenge"4, a series of online consultations in which
citizens are asked to comment on burdensome
legislation and regulations. The Challenge web site is
divided into themes, and new topics are proposed on a
regular basis. After citizens have expressed themselves,

the ministers concerned must decide whether or not to
keep the regulations discussed. The idea, however, is
that they will be abandoned, unless sound justification
for maintaining them can be produced.

Exceptionally effective institutional bodies
The Better Regulation Executive (BRE) is the main
institutional body responsible for administrative
simplification. It was created in 2005, and since 2007 it

has been part of the series of ministries responsible for
business (currently the Department for Business,
Innovation and Skills, BIS)5. The BRE handles
regulatory reform for the entire government, with the
goal of reducing and simplifying obligations that are

burdensome for businesses, individuals, and nonprofit
organisations. It has a large network of participants in
various government departments in order to support
and evaluate simplification procedures. The BRE
organises discussions with trade unions, consumer

groups and MPs, and also consults independent
assessments by the National Audit Office (NAO). It also

1 www.bis.gov.uk/bre
2 www.bis.gov.uk/assets/biscore/better-regulation/docs/r/10-1155-
reducing-regulation-made-simple
3 www.bis.gov.uk/assets/biscore/better-regulation/docs/o/11-p96a-
one-in-one-out-new-regulation.pdf
4 www.redtapechallenge.cabinetoffice.gov.uk/home/index/
5 Report on the BRE Annual Review 2009:
www.bis.gov.uk/assets/biscore/better-regulation/docs/10-578-
striking-the-right-balance-bre-annual-review-2009.pdf

relies6 on surveys of business and citizens perceptions
of regulations. These surveys, carried out by private-
sector institutes, may be conducted at the initiative of
either the BRE or the NAO. Finally, on its own web site,
the BRE collects suggestions for improving regulations,

and informs contributors of the results of their
proposals.
The OECD7 sees the BRE as exemplary in terms of
centralised leadership of administrative and regulatory
simplification. The UK also has a triple culture of

transparency, consultation and accountability, which
are all strong assets. The OECD also praised the quality
of assessments, whether ex-ante (following the 2005
Hampton report) or ex-post (used in public policy
design). Regulations must meet five major principles:

transparency, accountability, proportionality,
consistency, and the need to fulfil an objective. The
Regulatory Policy Committee (RPC)8, which was
created in 2009, is a small group of experts whose
mission is to supply the government with an

independent view of proposed regulations, assessing
them in terms of relevance, benefits and cost.
Parliament, which has its own body (the Regulatory
Reform Committee), emphasised in its 2008 report the
considerable progress made since the creation of the

BRE.
Apart from the BRE's actions, the Legislative and
Regulatory Reform Act of 2007 gave the executive
branch greater power with respect to the legislative
branch in the area of administrative simplification.

A need for consolidation at the local level
Getting local authorities more involved remains a
challenge – they are key players in terms of producing
regulations and issuing authorisations, and they are the

primary contact points for those for whom
simplification measures are intended. In 2007, the Local
Better Regulation Office9 (LBRO) was set up to provide
an initial response, in the area of economic activity, to
the need for a community-based approach and

dialogue throughout the UK. Consisting of 45 technical
experts who offer their skills to local authorities, the
LRBO may, as of 2009, create partnerships between
local councils and businesses, so-called "Primary
Authority Partnerships". The idea is to allow businesses

6 The NAO Business perceptions survey 2010:
www.nao.org.uk/publications/1011/business_perceptions.aspx
and the 2007 report by the BRE on "Citizens perceptions on
regulation": www.bis.gov.uk/files/file44591.pdf
7 "Better Regulation in Europe: United Kingdom 2010", ISBN 978-
92-64-08449-0, ISSN 2079-0368 (online).
www.oecd-ilibrary.org/governance/better-regulation-in-europe-

united-kingdom-2010_9789264084490-
en;jsessionid=h52a5u6ap2hv.delta
8 regulatorypolicycommittee.independent.gov.uk/
9 www.lbro.org.uk/about-us.html
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that trade across council boundaries to form a

partnership with one local council (the Primary
Authority1, or PA) that will ascertain compliance with
local regulations in a given area (competition,
environmental standards, etc.). The PAs coordinate

inspections, and provide customised advice, which
results in efficiency at lower cost.2 in September 2011,
386 businesses had formed Primary Authority
Partnerships with 69 local authorities3.
Initially established as a Government-owned limited

company, the LBRO then became an executive non-
departmental public body under the 2008 Regulatory
Enforcement and Sanctions Act4. It was put under the
Department for Business, Innovation and Skills (BIS) as
part of efforts to reorganise public services. Although

the Federation of Small Businesses feared5 that this
decision would have a negative impact on the move to
reduce administrative burdens, the government stated
that it was continuing the Primary Authority scheme,
which had produced results that were warmly

welcomed by all those involved6. Ministers have a great
deal of leeway to reorganise public services under their
jurisdiction, and to make them more efficient without
resorting to legal means

1 The concept of the PA explained by the LBRO:
www.lbro.org.uk/pa-key-aspects.html
2 Impact assessment of extending the Primary Authority scheme
(June 2011): www.bis.gov.uk/assets/biscore/better-
regulation/docs/i/11-987-impact-assessment-extending-primary-
authority-scheme.pdf
3 The LBRO's report on the PAs (September 2011):
www.lbro.org.uk/docs/primary-authority-key-facts.pdf
4 www.lbro.org.uk/docs/regulatory-enforcement-and-sanctions-act-
2008.pdf
5 www.fsb.org.uk/regulation
6 www.lbro.org.uk/news-consultation-shows-support-for-lbros-
ne....ht



Belgium: administrative simplification
and the challenge of federalism

The Administrative Simplification Agency (ASA) is a
branch of Belgium's Chancellery (which assists the
Prime Minister with leading and coordinating
government policy). Created in 1998, its primary
mandate is to rein in complexity and reduce the cost
of obligations that weigh on both businesses and
individuals.

In 1999, the wide-ranging programme to modernise
central government, the so-called "Copernicus Plan",
made administrative simplification a top priority.
Members of the agency's Steering Committee are drawn
from the ranks of representatives of employers,

employee and the middle class, public officials and
government departments. It carries out broad-based
consultations, and enjoys a high degree of
independence and strong legitimacy in a nation that has
always prized representative democracy. Its annual

report, presented in conjunction with a new action plan
every year1, is submitted to the government and to
Parliament.
In addition to its work of reviewing procedures and
assessing the progress made, the ASA provides support

and coordination for initiatives taken by government
departments. It also oversees that users are duly
informed, and that they are included in simplification
efforts. Citizens may thus submit suggestions for
improving administrative procedures online, via the

"Kafka Contact Point."2

In 2003, ten years after Belgium became a full-fledged
federal state, ASA's simplification programme was
expanded to include the country's federated entities.
This was done by means of a co-operation agreement3,

which establishes a shared framework and promotes
accords between federal, regional and community
government levels. The goal is to unify, harmonise,
coordinate and simplify administrative procedures
with an eye to alleviating the burdens on taxpayers. An

"Administrative Streamlining Steering Committee"
coordinates cooperation efforts and follows up on
actions taken. It drafts an annual report that sets out
new objectives.

The crucial work of assessment
- A broad-based ex-ante assessment thanks to the
"Kafka Test":
The Kafka Test, which was developed by the ASA, was

introduced in October 2004. The World Bank has called
it "the European Union's most innovative
communication program for cutting red tape." It is used
to evaluate, ex-ante, all new regulations submitted to the
Federal Council of Ministers in terms of burdens

imposed. This approach has been taken up in most of
the federated entities, both on a mandatory and
voluntary basis, although it is sometimes given another

1 "2010 Activity Report and ASA 2011-2012 Action Plan":
chancellerie.belgium.be/fr/binaries/Pland%27action_2011_tcm170-
151920.pdf
2 www.kafka.be/showpage.php?iPageID=41&sLangCode=FR
3 kanselarij.belgium.be/fr/asa/programmes/entites_federees/

name (for example, in the Brussels region it is referred

to as geen gedoe, or "no fuss").

A two-level ex-post assessment:
At the micro-economic level, the ASA's measurement

office (consisting of ASA members and outside experts)
reviews all published regulations. It works in close
collaboration with the services responsible for
regulations to ensure that all laws are reviewed.
At the macro-economic level, the impact assessment is

based on a biennial survey, carried out jointly with the
Federal Planning Bureau (an independent forecasting
agency), on the perception by businesses and
independent professionals of changes in administrative
burdens. The survey, which takes the form of

questionnaires sent to a representative sample, covers
three major legislative areas – taxation, the environment
and employment. Taken as a whole, the results from
2000 to 2008 have consistently registered a drop in
perceived burdens, while the 2010 survey indicated a

higher burden, as SMEs in particular mentioned an
increase in burdens and more burdensome
environmental regulations.

E-Government, breaking down barriers and sharing data

A key focus of simplification efforts involves sharing
data within e-government projects, the centralised
databanks known as banques-carrefour. Under the 'ask

only once' principle, services that gather information
from users become "true sources", and make this data
available to other government departments that may
require it. The goal is obvious – to avoid repeatedly
asking users for the same information. In addition,

users may create personal files using their electronic ID
card (eID, which was made mandatory in 2009). There
is a banque-carrefour for businesses and another for
social security, an online civil registry entitled "My File"
and "Mypension", an individual pension file, among

others.
Just recently, the governments of Wallonia and the
Wallonia-Brussels Federation (which is part of
Wallonia), agreed to set up a "French-speaking banque-
carrefour."4 Recent shifts in simplification efforts, which

are now characterised by data-sharing between
government departments and an increase in the
number of databanks – a move welcomed by the OECD
– raises issues of data security and privacy protection.
"My Glass House Web", a brochure distributed by the

ASA, discusses how some online government services
are addressing this topic.

To conclude, administrative simplification in Belgium
appears to be a resounding success – it is estimated that

the cost of administrative procedures has been cut in
half between 2000 and 2008.
Assessments carried out by the ASA offer a fresh take
on the OECD's Regulatory Impact Analysis (RIA)

4

www.lavenir.net/article/detail.aspx?articleid=DMF20111124_00082
992
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recommendations and the EU's Administrative Burden

Measurement and Reduction Programme (MRCA). The
Kafka Test was inspired by the Standard Cost Model,
considered to be a benchmark by the European
Commission. An important issue will no doubt involve

ongoing cooperation between federated entities, at a
time when they are becoming increasingly
autonomous, and given mounting regional and
linguistic tension. As an example, the most recent
report on the cooperation agreement points up that the

wetsmatiging.be site (equivalent to the Kafka Contact
Point) has not been promoted amongst French-speakers
in the Flemish Region. In December 2011, the new
coalition government appointed a Minister of the
Budget and Administrative Simplification, which

shows the importance of the issue in a time of crisis.
The government's general policy statement indicates
that it will step up simplification efforts for the benefit
of both businesses and individuals.
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Germany:
the importance of accountability

In Germany, as in other OECD member
countries (see the most recent report on the
issue)1, administrative simplification has been a
federal government objective for the past several
years.

As part of his efforts to simplify, the german

government has introduced the Bureaucracy Reduction
and Better Regulation programme2 (Bürokratieabbau und
bessere Rechtsetzung), which calls for, among others
things:
- Creation of a National Regulatory Monitoring Council

(Nationaler Normenkontrollrat – NKR)
- Use of the Standard Cost Model
- Appointment of a Bureaucracy Reduction and Better
Regulation Coordinator (Koordinator für Bürokratieabbau
und bessere Rechtsetzung)

Sustained leadership
The NKR, which was created in 20063, provides support
for the federal government in its efforts to reduce

administrative burdens caused by new and existing
regulations. The Council introduced the use of the
Standard Cost Model, which was developed in the
early 1990s in the Netherlands, and which has since
became an internationally-recognised model for

calculating administrative burdens.4 We should point
out that the NKR is active only at the federal level
(Bund); it has no authority with respect to Länder –
which are also quite active in this area (see box). In an
effort to coordinate initiatives, the federal government

has created a Minister of State-level position:
Bureaucracy Reduction and Better Regulation
Coordinator.5

Simplification efforts were unaffected by the change in
government following the 2009 elections. In line with

the OECD's expectations, the new government made
reducing administrative burdens and improving the
legislative process part of its coalition agreement by
adopting an ad hoc government decision on 27 January
2010.6

1 http://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/governance/why-is-administrative-
simplification-so-complicated_9789264089754-
en;jsessionid=b4fpe838rd2m.epsilon
2

www.bundesregierung.de/nsc_true/Content/DE/__Anlagen/Buerokra
tieabbau/2010-09-17-Kabinettbeschluss-April-
2006,property=publicationFile.pdf/2010-09-17-Kabinettbeschluss-
April-2006
3 Act of 1 June 2006 Establishing a Regulatory Monitoring Council
4 www.oecd.org/dataoecd/32/54/34227698.pdf
5

www.bundesregierung.de/Webs/Breg/DE/Buerokratieabbau/buerokra
tieabbau.html
6

www.bundesregierung.de/nn_151814/Content/DE/Artikel/2010/01/2
010-01-29-eckpunkte-buerokratieabbau.html

Publicising simplification efforts

Each year, the federal government submits a report to
the Bundestag on reducing administrative burdens.7

The NKR also submits an annual report.8 Aware of the
need to present and to explain to the general public the

simplification efforts underway, on 18 August 2010 the
government adopted the "Networked and Transparent
Administration" programme (Vernetzte und transparente
Verwaltung). The programme includes several
measures: for example, a single telephone number, 115,

will give citizens access to the phone numbers of the
various federal government services.9 This is one of the
government's most ambitious simplification projects.
The government has also set up a specific web portal10,
and is expected to open another such site that is more

focused on real-world simplification measures.11

In the Länder

As we have seen, the federal government's actions to
reduce administrative burdens are only deployed at

federal level. The 16 Länder each have their own
independent government. Nevertheless, the Länder
government also have simplification programmes.
They vary considerably ; for example, in 2007, Berlin

adopted a modernisation programme entitled

"ServiceStadtBerlin". Between 2007 and 2011, some 140
simplification measures were put in place, including
the creation of a "one-stop shop" for businesses that
deals with questions about administrative procedures.

http://www.berlin.de/verwaltungsmodernisierung/servicestadt-
berlin/index.html

7

www.bundesregierung.de/nsc_true/Content/DE/__Anlagen/2010/201
0-12-15-jahresbericht-
buerokratieabbau,property=publicationFile.pdf/2010-12-15-
jahresbericht-buerokratieabbau
8

www.normenkontrollrat.bund.de/Webs/NKR/Content/DE/Artikel/An
lagen/2011-09-20-jahresbericht-2011,property=publicationFile.pdf
9 www.verwaltung-
innovativ.de/SharedDocs/Publikationen/Pressemitteilungen/regierun
gsprogramm__vernetzte__und__transparente__verwaltung,templateI
d=raw,property=publicationFile.pdf/regierungsprogramm_vernetzte_
und_transparente_verwaltung.pdf
10 www.bundesregierung.de/buerokratieabbau
11 www.verwaltung-innovativ.de



Luxembourg:
Centralised leadership

In 2009, Luxembourg kicked off a large-scale
"Government Plan for Simplifying Administrative
Procedures and Formalities, 2010-2014".1 The plan is
wide-ranging, and calls for a 15% reduction in
administrative burdens in four priority areas

(environment, municipal development, VAT and social
security), over and above the 25% reduction called for
in the European Commission's Action Programme.
Other measures include codifying and exchanging data
between government departments, simplified

procedures, and so on. Leadership of the Plan is highly
centralised, and has been entrusted to the
Administrative Simplification Department (Département
de la simplification administrative – DSA), which is under
the authority of the Prime Minister. The DSA submits

proposals for procedural simplifications to the Ministry
for the Civil Service and Administrative Reform.
Users are frequently consulted and are kept informed.
In 2005, a survey was sent out to 500 SMEs to "evaluate
businesses' perceptions of administrative obligations

and procedures." This survey will be taken up again in
2012 with the goal of "measuring real and perceived
progress", which is currently underway in the areas of
food safety, the environment (recycling), taxation,
workplace health and safety (list of high-risk positions),

as well as social security, transport, public procurement
and criminal records.
In the future, the DSA plans to hold regular conferences
entitled "Better Regulation and Simplifying
Administrative Formalities and Procedures" for the

purpose of "presenting new initiatives by the
government, the European Commission and the OECD"
and to give citizens "a chance to dialogue with the
government departments involved." An extensive web
portal2 is available to the public, where they can

download reports, documentation, explanations of the
various measures, etc.

1

www.simplification.public.lu/publications/volet_national/Programme
_2010-2014/index.html
2 www.simplification.public.lu/



Italy:
An ongoing process

In 2009, following on from the EU's Action Programme,
Italy implemented the "taglia-oneri" (burden reduction)

Decree of 11 February 2008, with the goal of reducing
the cost of administrative burdens by 25%. In addition,
the "2010–2012 Business and Family Administrative
Burden Reduction Plan" (Piano per la semplificazione
amministrativa per le imprese e le famiglie 2010-2012) was

presented at a cabinet meeting of the Berlusconi
government on 7 October 2010. A progress report
submitted in April 2011 estimated that, for the
"Business" portion of the plan (Measurement of
Administrative Burdens – Misurazione degli Oneri

Amministrativi), €7.8 billion out of a targeted €21.4
billion of administrative costs had been eliminated, or
36.4% of the goal. Simplification measures, including
the use of the Standard Cost Model, are being deployed
in a number of major sectors, including labour and

social security, fire-fighting, heritage, environment,
taxation, data protection and public procurement.
The programme is expected to be rolled out to other
sectors, although experts have pointed out problems
such as delays in the introduction of paperless

procedures (particularly as regards the rollout of a
certified electronic mail service (Posta elettronica
certificata)1, and how, paradoxically, complexity has
increased in certain cases, such as the introduction of
"one-stop shops" for procedures for businesses. They

also have noted the disappointing lack of citizen input.
The "Diamoci un Taglio" ("Let's Cut it Out") initiative, an
online questionnaire that was highly touted by the
Berlusconi government, received only a few dozen
contributions in two years' time.

Leadership for these simplification efforts is a complex
matter in itself. The Ministry for European Affairs2 lists
no fewer than ten bodies (including commissions,
committees, ministerial departments, etc.) responsible

for simplification. The Ministry is directly involved in
European "Better Regulation" initiatives, and the best
positioned to oversee the full set of efforts.
One aspect of this leadership has improved matters:
simplification of legislation by eliminating obsolete

measures. This is one of the oldest initiatives, dating
back to the 1990s, but it was given considerable impetus
in 2005 with the introduction of a government-owned
firm to provide strategic leadership with respect to
regulatory quality. In 2008, some 36,000 laws and

decrees were repealed in two stages. Steps were also
taken to ensure regular ex-ante assessment of new laws
and regulations that are introduced. For this, annual
impact assessments (Analisi di Impatto della Regolazione –
AIR) will be coordinated by the Department of Legal

and Legislative Affairs (Dipartimento per gli affari
giuridici e legislativi – DAGL), reporting to the Prime
Minister.

1 www.domini.it/post/1306/brunetta-dichiara-200mila-pec-attivate-
ma-il-numero-non-e-reale/
2 www.politichecomunitarie.it/comunicazione/17344/better-
regulation

At a time when drastic measures have been announced
to reply to European demands with respect to the crisis,

the new Monti government has confirmed its desire to
continue administrative simplification efforts, albeit in
a different direction. On 7 December 2011, Filippo
Patroni Griffi, Minister for the Civil Service and
Simplification, signed an agreement with the Minister

for Economic Development, Infrastructure and
Transports, Corrado Passera, to "develop, as quickly as
possible, measures to simplify administrative
procedures and to liberalise private-sector mandates
that are subject to public oversight."



Spain:
On course for reducing burdens

It was 2005 before the central Spanish government took its first steps towards administrative simplification
and the reduction of administrative burdens. The country introduced a National Reform Programme (PNR),
which was seen as exemplary by both the OECD and the European Commission. Among other things, it
contained measures for reducing the time and money needed to start a business.

Between 2005 and 2008, efforts to improve the administration's relationship with both individuals and businesses were

primarily focused on the use of new technologies, the creation of a single web portal (Red 060), the rollout of a national
identity card and electronic billing.1 Spain is a constitutionally decentralised country, and modernisation initiatives
launched at central government level were carried out by those autonomous community authorities which had signed
service-sharing agreements with the government. Basically, reforms aimed at improving relations between citizens and
the administration were implemented within an e-government context. Subsequently, the e-government deployment

strategy was closely linked to the EU's "Better Regulation" policy. In May 2007, in line with the European Council's
decision to make administrative simplification a key element in European economic policy, José Luis Zapatero stated
that reducing administrative burdens had become one of his priorities.

An ambitious goal of 30%

The goal of the "Programme for Improving Regulation and Reducing Administrative Burdens"2 is a 30% reduction in
administrative procedures for businesses requested by the three levels of government by 2012. This target is 5% higher
than the EU's recommendations to its Member States for the same period. In 2008, the programme led to an action plan
and calendar. The Bank of Spain, the EU and the OECD have estimated that the total cost of the procedures described in
the burden-reduction programme is equivalent to 4.6% of GDP. The estimated €16 billion in savings, which will be

reinvested in businesses, are expected to provide impetus to the economic fabric and boost employment.

On target

Spain was hit hard by the economic crisis, and by November 2011, unemployment had reached 21.6%. Networks of

SMEs in the building and tourism sectors were severely affected, despite the various stages of "Plan E" (the Spanish Plan
for Economic Stimulus and Employment) and ensuing investments in local infrastructure.3 Nevertheless, despite these
difficulties, the Programme for Improving Regulation and Reducing Administrative Burdens met its targets.
Nearly 300 measures for reducing administrative burdens on businesses and individuals were adopted in a three-year
period. This resulted in nearly €6 billion in savings, which was redistributed to citizens (about €2.3 billion) and

businesses (more than €3 billion)4.
In order to facilitate a coordinated implementation of these projects with the various stakeholders, and to better identify
administrative burdens to be alleviated or eliminated, to partnership agreements were signed between the Minister of
State for the Civil Service, the Spanish Confederation of Employers' Organisations (CEOE) and the Confederation of
Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises (CEPYME)5.

1 "Action Plan to Reduce Administrative Burdens", Chapter 1.1: Introduction and Targets, paragraph entitled "National Reform Programme".
Document available online from the website of the Ministry for Regional Policy and Public Administration -
www.mpt.gob.es/dms/es/areas/funcion_publica/iniciativas/normativa-es/parrafo/1/01_Plan_de_Accion.pdf
2 "Programme for Improving Regulations and Reducing Administrative Burdens". Cf. Administrative Burden Reduction Policy web portal -
www.mpt.gob.es/es/areas/funcion_publica/iniciativas.html
3 "Spain's public-sector innovations and financial measures to combat the crisis". Gestion publique Réactive no. 17, published by the IGPDE -
www.institut.minefi.gouv.fr/sections/recherche_publications/gestion-publique-a-l_internati/gpr/gestion-publique-
reactive/downloadFile/attachedFile_18/Espagne_Financement__crise_Innovations.pdf?nocache=1294240999.37
4 Administrative Burden Reduction Policy web portal - www.mpt.gob.es/es/areas/funcion_publica/iniciativas.html
5 Press release issued by La Moncloa, 28 March 2011 www.la-
moncloa.es/ServiciosdePrensa/NotasPrensa/MAP/2011/ntmpr280311_CEOECEPYME.htm
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